
 

 

St Marys 1st January 2015 

 

RACE  1 : This is a C0 or better stand affair in which all races are at St Mary’s so keep that in mind. 

LUKE THOMAS (4) hit the line well last week and look’s well suited here. He begins safely so should 

settle handy and get every chance. LUKE PETER (7) won very well last start when given a good trip  

he goes back to 20m here so will need a good beginning but will be a huge danger. FLYLIKA HAWK (1) 

is off the front so if lobbed on top can give some cheek with fellow front marker SHAKES GOLD (2) 

who is ready to improve. BUMBLE DON (3) will be suited around here as plugs away well so if settles 

handy has a chance at odds. LIFEISWHATHAPPENS (6) and GRAND PASSION (8) are next best. 

TOP PICK : LUKE THOMAS (4) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : LUKE PETER (7) is racing well so is the danger along with BUMBLE DON (3). 

ROUGHIE : LIFEISWHATHAPPENS (6) can bob up at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 3 7 – 1 2 6 8 - 5 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a CO only. SLEEPLY BOY (6) is having his first start Vernott Woods and it is very rare 

for the Woods family not to get a winner on their home track. He comes off a solid trial last week so 

will take plenty of beating here. THESAURUS (1) is a handy type resuming who draws to ping to the 

lead and will take plenty of catching so will be hard to beat. CANT BE WRONG (5) is another first 

starter who gets into a very winnable race so will pay to watch the market. BILLY KHAN (2) and LE WI 

BULENT (4) are stablemates who have chances with a safe beginning so are a must for the exotics. 

TOUCHWOOD LUVSTA (3) and TOP WINDY (7) are next best. 

TOP PICK : SLEEPLY BOY (6) can win this on debut. 

DANGERS : THESAURUS (1) look’s a danger along with BILLY KHAN (2). 

ROUGHIE :  CANT BE WRONG  (5) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 1 – 2 3 4 5 7 

 

 

RACE  3 : This is a C1 or better stand. FIERCE TURBULENCE (8) will find this easier than recent runs 

and is well suited here. He should be able to settle handy then from there gets every chance so will 

be the hardest to beat. TOUCHWOOD TOPSTA (5) has been thereabouts of late so is a leading chance 

here as does begin safely. NEXT SOUND (7) this is the sort of race where he can get back into the 

winners stall. He will begin well so will be handy and can win. PADDYS ACE (3) if he was able to ping 



 

 

to the lead he can give a bit of cheek at odds. PRETTYBOYTROY (1) is another that if lobbed on top 

can give plenty of cheek as well. CITY BABE (2) will improve here so keep safe at odds. 

TOP PICK : FIERCE TURBULENCE (8) look’s a good gamble here. 

DANGERS : NEXT SOUND (7) is a danger along with PRETTYBOYTROY (1). 

ROUGHIE : PADDYS ACE (3) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 8 – 1 5 7 – 2 3 – 1 6 

 

RACE  4 : This is the Bullock Consulting Country Guinea’s. JOAN GRANT (6) is sure to have been set 

for this race so with a safe beginning she will take plenty of holding out. BARAGOOLA (2) is super 

consistent of late and although this being harder look’s a good hope. PUNTER KARALTA (8) broke 

through for a good win last start so is an e/w chance here. MASTER CHARLIE (3) , SANTANNA NIGHT 

(4) , LAUGHYAHEADOFF (5) and MEI GEI (7) all have a hope at odds with a little luck. 

TOP PICK : JOAN GRANT (6) is the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS :  BARAGOOLA (2) is racing well so is the danger along with PUNTER KARALTA. 

ROUGHIE : LAUGHYAHEADOFF (5) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 2  – 3 4 5 7 8 – 1  

 

RACE  5 : This is a C3 or better stand. MICKWILLREV (6) was a good winner last start when worked to 

the lead. He draws inside the back row here so will be hoping to get away safely and lob handy and if 

does it’s hard to see him being beaten. BILLABONG BERTIE (5) has been a revelation since being 

transferred to the Dylan Ford stable. He can begin quickly from the tapes so will be a danger. 

MUSSLEROE BAY (7) is racing very well so is sure to be finishing strongly and is a big danger. MACH 

MY DAY (1) and PUT MBACK (3) if either of them lobbed on top they can give a bit of cheek at odds.  

TOP PICK : MICKWILLREV (6) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BILLABONG BERTIE (5) is the danger along with MUSSLEROE BAY (7). 

 ROUGHIE : PUT MBACK (3) will run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 6 – 5 7 – 1 3 – 4  – 2 

 

 

RACE  6 : This is a C2 or better stand. HELLO GOOD SHANKS (9) continues to race very well so if steps 

safely he is sure to take plenty of beating in this line up. SUPERSUB (3) is well placed here as he may 

step to the lead and if does will take plenty of catching. WILLIE WINALOT (8) is a local who is getting 

very close to another win will be in the finish. OUTLAW (6) is the query runner as did have good form 



 

 

in Victoria last time in. He will need a bit of luck from the draw but if gets can be in the finish. 

GAVRAIL (7) resumes here and is capable of pulling out a run here so will pay to keep safe at odds. 

RED SUN BLISS (2) is another can give cheek if pinged to the lead. ME MATE LES (1) , KARALTA 

DAZZLER (4) and REMEMBERPREECE (5) are all capable of filling a place. 

TOP PICK : HELLO GOOD SHANKS (9) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : SUPERSUB (3) well suited here so is a danger along with WILLIE WINALOT (8). 

ROUGHIE : GAVRAIL (7) can run a race here. 

RATINGS : 9 – 3 6 8 – 1 2 4 5 7 

 

 

RACE  7 : This is another C1 or better stand. MIGHTY JASPER (1) is proven from the tapes so he is 

sure to be handy throughout so will get every chance. ODINS CALL GIRL (2) was well driven last time 

when won well. She can ping the tapes so if lobbed on top will take catching .JAZZY JANE (3) draws 

much better here so will get every chance as is racing well. JANE GRANT (4) is a local who is getting 

ready to produce best so has a good e/w chance. HELEN WHEELS (9) won well last start but comes 

off 20m in a slightly stronger race so place look’s best. COOKED BOOKS (8) has had a bit of a freshen 

up so expect him to run a race at odds. JOHNNYART (5) , GLORY IS ILLUSIVE (6) and TOUCHWOOD 

TEEKSTA (8) all have claims for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : JAZZY JANE (3) just leaning her way in a tough race. 

DANGERS : MIGHTY JASPER (1) draws to be a danger along with ODINS CALL GIRL (2). 

ROUGHIE : COOKED BOOKS (8) will run a race here at odds. 

RATINGS : 3 -1 2 4 8 9 – 5 6 8 

 

RACE 8 : This is the St Marys Pacing Cup. MISTER PINJARRA (4) has been racing very well and look’s 

well suited here as this is not the strongest of Cups. He is a very strong type who if finds the lead 

they may not run him down. DELIVERTHEGOODS (1) if he was able to ping away and find the top he 

will take plenty of beating. BABES BOY BOB (9) will be hoping to begin safely as if he was able to 

work into the race he has a winning hope. BLENDED FAMILY (6) is the query runner as his 1
st

 up in 

the state so will pay to keep very safe. GLENWOOD JASPER (2) , SALOON IN SIGHT (3) and BLACK 

CENTURIAN (7) are all capable of running a race at odds so are a must for the exotics. 

AMADMANCOMESUNDONE (8) was good at first run for new stable so if gets a run here he comes 

into calculations. 

TOP PICK : MISTER PINJARRA (4) look’s a good gamble 

DANGERS : DELIVERTHEGOODS (1) with a safe beginning is the danger along with BABES BOY BOB 

(9). 



 

 

ROUGHIE : GLENWOOD JASPER (2) can surprise at odds. 

RATINGS : 4 – 1 6 9 – 2 3 5 7 8 10  

 


